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Name:

150 Use the drop down arrow to select the hours based on 

the credits you are taking!

Explanation of Log Table

Date: Enter a single date. Dates must NOT be combined or provided in ranges. 

Activity: Thoroughly detailed entries of your project work.

Sample HS History

Category: Label each entry:  i.e.  by goals or activity names or numbers or categorize the kind of work you are logging --  i.e. Curriculum Development, Standards 

Alignment, Technology --whatever set of labels you pre-establish for your Log to connect your work to your Professional Learning Plan.

I attest that this log is a true reflection of hours spent engaged in activities to reach my goal for this class and that I was not compensated in any manner for any of these hours.

Aligning Classroom Environment to the Curriculum (max 10%) encompasses activities where you are creating a learning environment to support the needs of your 

students.

Professional Reading/Media (max 25%) encompasses any reading, listening, or viewing of media sources to better your practice and/or learn evidence based strategies. 

Evidence to demonstrate MUST include detailed synthesized notes of how you plan to implement your knowledge.                                                                        If you have any 

questions, please contact your regional coordinator.                                                                                                                                                                                                     

EDUX 9955

Powerful Possibilities: Navigating YOUR 

2021-2022 School Year

Log of Hours

Hours: Record the amount of time spent working on each activity. Round up to 1/4hr. Hours that CANNOT be logged - any hours you are receiving compensation or other 

credits for, and/or any activity that can be completed by a non-professional volunteer and/or does not demonstrate graduate-level work.

If you listed either of the following activities on your Professional Learning Plan, please assign them the category labels:                                                       

Classroom Organization, Professional Reading
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Date:____________

150 Remaining Hours: 0

Use this chart to total your hours upon completion.

Hours

65.5

47

37.5

150

Date
Category See Above for Further 

Explanation
Hours

6/22 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 3

6/23 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 2

6/24 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 2

Created new activity asking students to think about the arrival of colonists to US through the perspective of the treatment of 

Native Americans and Enslaved people (image paired with analysis and discussion questions)

Signature: x______________________________

3. Remote Learning

Researched "Race as a Social Construct" using Facing History, Teaching Tolerance, and Smithsonian resources (all found 

online) and created a reading that explains how race is a social, not scientific, invention.  Created a set of questions to 

accompany reading and facilitate class discussion 

Activity (cite specific examples and thoroughly detail entries of your project work)

2. Anti-Racism Resources

Met (virtually) with the history department to create plan for an actively anti-racist History Department and the creation of a 

shared set of resources available to all teachers

Total Accumulated:

Total

Expand this chart as needed to include all your categories. 

Categories

1. World History
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6/25 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 3

6/26 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 3

6/27 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 2

6/28 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 2.5

6/29 Goal 1: World History 2

6/30 Goal 1: World History 2

6/30 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 2

7/1 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 2

7/2 Goal 1: World History 2

7/3 Goal 1: World History 4

7/6 Goal 3: Remote Learning 3

7/7 Goal 3: Remote Learning 2

Watched PBS's documentary on the Haitian Revolution "Egalite for All" for use in class and wrote guiding questions and 

class activities for students

Outlined mini unit on the Haitian Revolution and Toussaint L'Ouverture (will include an exploration of pre-revolution social 

hierarchy and how the treatment of enslaved people paralled, in some ways, the treatment of the Third Estate in pre-

revolution France)  

Researched and wrote lesson on the "Language of Slavery" and why words matter.  Lesson asks students to consider how 

different terms change our perception of a person/situation (Ex: What if we used "Human Trafficker" instead of "Slave 

Master" or "hostage" instead of "slave" - how would that change our perceptions?) and then asks students to "rewrite" our 

vocab terms from the slavery chapter in the textbook to make them more accurate.

Read and annotated p. 1-40 of the College Board's Pre-AP World History and Geography Course Guide

Wrote guiding and discussion questions for Sally Hemmings bio (includes independent work and a class discussion activity)

Read and modified historian Annette Gordon-Reed's biography of Sally Hemings (found on Monticello.org) for use with 

students (to be paired with "Duality of Jefferson" documentary).

Read and annotated p. 41-82 of the College Board's Pre-AP World History and Geography Course Guide

Rewrote Thomas Jefferson Lesson to include the Smithsonian's "The Duality of Jefferson" video which addresses his role 

as a slave owner with biracial children who he owned as property.  Wrote guiding questions to accompany video

Created partner activity for Boston Tea Party lesson that draws parallels between the tactics of the Sons of Liberty and the 

Black Lives Matter movement (asks who is allowed to protest and why? Why and how are some protests considered 

"legitimate" while others are not? Does how we see these protests change over time?)

Met (virtually) with the history department to continue outlining our anti-racist curriculum goals, wrote an official list of anti-

racist department goals for the 2020 school year and created a list of curriculum and instructional practices to support these 

goals 

Went through Gilder Lehrman's new online history resources (for both World History and U.S. History) at 

GilderLehrman.org, modified as necessary, and organized according to unit  

Updated U.S. History 1 Syllabus to be used online, created online parent survey to replace parent survey on paper
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7/8 Goal 1: World History 4

7/9 Goal 3: Remote Learning 2

7/9 Goal 3: Remote Learning 2

7/10 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 2.5

7/11 Goal 3: Remote Learning 2

7/11 Goal 3: Remote Learning 2

7/12 Goal 3: Remote Learning 2

7/12 Goal 1: World History 2

7/13 Goal 3: Remote Learning 1.5

7/14 Goal 1: World History 1.5

7/14 Goal 1: World History 1.5

7/15 Goal 1: World History 3

7/16 Goal 3: Remote Learning 2

7/17 Goal 1: World History 3

Read through and annotated teacher and student resources for Pre-AP Unit 1: Geography, outlined ways to integrate the 

textbook and vocab support from the Human Legacy text, created google slides to accompany Unit 1 

Created Pre-AP World History online syllabus and online parent survey

Researched materials for lesson on the Columbian Exchange, found and modified lesson (with online worksheet and 

clarified vocabulary) on pbslearningmedia.org and students will be able to navigate the website individually for additional 

support

Researched new remote learning strategies (such as collaborative class powerpoint via google slides, intro activity enabling 

kids to decorate a "virtual locker" and share it with classmates to introduce themselves, and using bitmoji to create a virtual 

teacher avatar and classroom)

Found and modified 2 readings from Holt's Interactive Reader with questions and vocabulary to intro historical study  

vocabulary for first week of Pre-AP content (vocab such as culture, archaeology, artifact, primary source, secondary source, 

geography, climate, resources)

Created online activity for students to share remote learning preferences and remote learning style

Modified and updated first week of class intro activities for use online, shifted all first week activities to googledocs that can 

be shared with students via google classroom

Used College Board's Pre-AP World History and Geography Course Guide  and MA State Standards to create unit outlines 

for each unit and created new World History Syllabus

Analyzed end of year remote learning student feedback surveys from 2019-2020 school year, wrote list of trends to discuss 

with history team 

Met (virtually) with the history department to discuss student feedback from remote learning surveys and to discuss overall 

trends and develop action steps (students requested more opportunities for collaboration and discussion, more videos/video 

clips to help explain or support concepts, more opportunities for creativity)

Labeled and organized pdf's of textbook by unit in individual folders so that students can access textbook chapters easily 

and as needed and they can be easily uploaded to google classroom

Researched World History textbooks that offer pdf options for use online and can be shared via google classroom.  

Downloaded Holt's World's History: Human Legacy for use in Pre-AP World History

Met with Pre-AP English teacher to discuss which units we can collaborate on and to research and share remote strategies 

for Pre-Ap (decided we will create a joint online class resource library and offer joint extra credit opportunities)

Met (virtually) with the history department to continue outlining our anti-racist goals, discussed how to increase parent and 

family engagement around anti-racist issues, and created outline for website for the history department that will contain our 

mission statement and links to many of our resources
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7/18 Goal 1: World History 3

7/18 Goal 3: Remote Learning 2

7/19 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 3

7/20 Goal 1: World History 3

7/21 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 2

7/21 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 1.5

7/22 Goal 1: World History 3

7/23 Goal 1: World History 4

7/24 Goal 3: Remote Learning 2

7/25 Goal 3: Remote Learning 3

Read through and annotated teacher and student resources for Pre-AP Unit 2:  Causes and Consequences of Iberian 

Maritime Exploration and Colonialism, outlined ways to integrate the textbook and vocab support from the Human Legacy 

text, created google slides to accompany Unit 2 

Met virtually with other teachers on the MTSS committee to try and outline set of online expectations for students 

(establishing online procedures like checking email multiple times a day, creating zoom norms, establishing parameters for 

online attendance and class participation, email and online behavioral norms) 

Researched and designed anti-racist lesson on the "real" history of Christopher Columbus (Do Now asks students what they 

already know about Columbus and whether he is typically perceived as a hero or a villain, then students annotate a reading 

with primary source excerpts that describes the brutal actions of Columbus and his men toward the Taino people, and 

answer comprehension and analysis questions)

Researched primary sources and created activity on the Atlantic Slave Trade and the Middle Passage told from the 

perspective of enslaved people  

Read through and annotated teacher and student resources for Pre-AP Unit 3:  Columbian Exchange and Atlantic Slavery, 

outlined ways to integrate the textbook and vocab support from the Human Legacy text, created google slides to accompany 

Unit 3

Read through and annotated teacher and student resources for Pre-AP Unit 4: Intro to World Religions, outlined ways to 

integrate the textbook and vocab support from the Human Legacy text, created google slides to accompany Unit 4

Wrote comprehension and analysis questions to be paired with TED Ed Talk video by African American historian about the 

Triangular Trade and the Middle Passage

Met virtually with other teachers on the MTSS committee to look at online expectations from other high schools in our state 

and to refine our draft of online expectations for students

Researched and compiled resources and created activities for Intro to World Religions unit including a TED Ed video 

introducing the 5 major religions accompanied by questions, a Peace Corps lesson introducing the components of culture 

accompanied by a student culture survey, created a chart that compares the major world religions and wrote questions to 

promote analysis and comparison 

Created set of documents to provide an introduction to Zoom and Google Classroom with step by step directions (and 

pictures of where to click) to assist students and families in signing in, sharing and submitting work, and participating in 

online discussions
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7/26 Goal 1: World History 3

7/27 Goal 1: World History 3

7/28 Goal 3: Remote Learning 2

7/29 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 3

8/1 Goal 3: Remote Learning 2

8/2 Goal 3: Remote Learning 2

8/2 Goal 1: World History 3

8/3 Goal 1: World History 3

8/4 Goal 3: Remote Learning 4

8/5 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 2

Read and annotated James Baldwin's "A Talk to Teachers" for use in the intro unit to World History and created writing 

activity where students will be asked to actively read the essay and do a free write that answers how and why this essay, 

written in 1963, is still relevant today.

Researched and created primary source analysis activity to help explain the social hierarchy within pre-revolution Haiti 

(ranging from enslaved people to French landowners) and how the social inequality of the hierarchy contributed to the 

Haitian Revolution 

Met virtually with other members of the MTSS Team to design a survey and a "Get to Know You" Activity that is designed to 

encourage teachers to share how our school can best support teachers socially and emotionally  

Researched and compiled articles about the white washing of Martin Luther King Jr. and his legacy, read and annotated two 

articles from salon.com and theroot.com about how radical MLK's views really were for use in my Black History Month mini 

unit 

Read through and annotated teacher and student resources for Pre-AP Unit 5: The Atlantic Revolutions, outlined ways to 

integrate the textbook and vocab support from the Human Legacy text, organized and modified resources about the French 

Revolution, The American Revolution, and the Haitian Revolution, and created google slides to accompany Unit 4

Researched, found, and organized film clips that will be uploaded to google classroom to support challenging concepts that 

students may need more support on (found film clips to help explain the life of Marie Antoinette, imperialism, the economic 

importance of colonies, the positive and negative impacts of alliances and how they led to World War I, the tactics that led 

to the rise of Hitler, and the organization and conditions within Nazi concentration camps)

Designed new primary source analysis activity around "The Coming of the Pink Cheeks" by Chief Kabongo, allowing 

students to hear about colonialism from a chief whose tribe and family were specifically impacted.  Modified reading, 

provided vocabulary support, and wrote comprehension and analysis questions

Reorganized and modified World History unit on imperialism to shift emphasis to primary sources where colonized people 

are speaking about their own experiences in their own words 

Met virtually with the new administrator for the new Pre-AP program, we outlined goals for students and for my own 

professional development, outlined remote learning strategies specific to Pre-AP, and I was able to outline my concerns 

regarding remote learning and the pace of the Pre-AP curriculum 

Researched "Padlet" as a new strategy for remote learning, designed an activity to introduce students to "Padlet" (a virtual 

way to foster student led collaboration and discussion during remote learning)
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8/6 Goal 3: Remote Learning 2

8/6 Goal 1: World History 2

8/7 Goal 1: World History 2

8/7 Goal 1: World History 2

8/8 Goal 1: World History 4

8/9 Goal 1: World History 2

8/9 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 3

8/10 Goal 1: World History 1.5

8/10 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 2.5

8/11 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 3

Created list of vocabulary terms and definitions for World History unit on imperialism to be paired with textbook chapter on 

imperialism 

Researched Emperor Menelik II of Ethiopia as another example of a strong African leader, created a short bio for students 

on his life and how he helped to protect Ethiopia during the "scramble for Africa" paired with comprehension and analysis 

questions

Researched lesson on African leaders resisting imperialism and created activity that introduces students to these leaders 

and allows them to learn about their lives.  Paired images and biographical information with comprehension and analysis 

questions 

Found and modified materials on the Enlightenment philosophers on icivics.org that can be downloaded and given to 

students to supplement the textbook and also used as an interactive activity during online classes

Researched "Jamboard," an online application designed to help students communicate and collaborate and can be paired 

with Google classroom (allows students to contribute virtual "sticky notes" to a shared virtual bulletin board to share 

thoughts and opinions) incorporated jamboard into my intro-week lessons to encourage students to share out

Created chart to be paired with reading from the textbook on The Enlightenment to allow for the direct comparison of 

Enlightenment philosophers (chart compares their views on the role government, human nature, their published work, and 

their preferred form of government), created student version and teacher answer key

Created primary source analysis activity that uses excerpt from Frederich Engel's writing on the slums of industrialized 

England for use in World History Industrial Revolution Unit.  Pairs primary source with comprehension and analysis 

questions.

Created image analysis activity addressing the luddites and other groups opposed to the Industrial Revolution, used image 

from the Momentus Project and paired it with comprehension and analysis questions

Designed and outlined an Industrial Revolution Creative Assessment that builds historical empathy by asking students to 

imagine themselves as a British citizen who has lived through the Industrial Revolution and asks them to write a journal 

entry outlining how and why the Industrial Revolution has changed their job, home, city, and standard of living. They must 

also create a before and after illustration of their home. Created a handout introducing the project, a rubric for grading, and 

a graphic organizer to help students organize their thoughts before writing.  

Researched and wrote explanation of Social Darwinism to clarify this racist ideology for students and explain how this idea 

led to many other dangerous and harmful ideas.  Paired reading with comprehension and analysis questions. 
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8/12 Goal 2: Anti-Racism Resources 3

8/13 Goal 1: World History 2

Created Imperialism unit test for World History course, including a combination of multiple choice questions, primary source 

analysis, and a short essay 

Designed primary source analysis activity asking students to read, annotate, and analyze Rudyard Kipling's "The White 

Man's Burden" as an example of the prevalence and depth of white supremacy and its relationship to imperialism and 

colonization, paired reading with comprehension, analysis, and discussion questions
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